Isuzu rodeo 98

It generally doesn't happen like this. By the time an aging model has run its course and is ready
for a thorough redesign, it's usually dropping down the sales charts like an out-of-fashion rock
band. Isuzu's Rodeo is one of the exceptions. Despite sporting a body and chassis that are
seven years old, demand for the '97 model has not only remained brisk, but this past May it
posted its highest ever single-month sales figure. In fact, Rodeos have been selling off dealer's
lots with such gusto that company executives have been privately concerned that dealers might
run out of '97 models before the targeted launch of the all-new ' That's the type of problem every
automaker would like to have. Nevertheless, it's time for a redesign. Despite engine and dash
upgrades that the Rodeo has received along the way, the current model has fallen below the par
set by its more freshly updated competitors in some critical areas. With a clean sheet of paper
to work with for the next gener-ation, Isuzu has taken every opportunity to address each
competitive shortcoming, producing an SUV that's fully ready to carry the company into the
next millenia. In fact, the '98 Rodeo is an impressive blend of new designs and technology,
integrated into an evolutionary package that retains all the buyer-pleasing strengths of its
tried-and-true predecessor. The exterior styling is an example. The new look retains the basic
shape of the original, including the familiar raked rear window and C-pillar and sporty fender
blisters, but has been dressed up in more contemporary, elegant fashion. Gone are the chrome
bumpers and accents in favor of color-matched trim. Sharp contours have been rounded off.
Side cladding lends a more upscale appearance. And the rear taillamps, incorporating
functional vents as design elements, are a bit of inspired styling. Beyond esthetics, the new
Rodeo measures up on the functional side, as well. The body mounts to a redesigned, stronger
frame to form what Isuzu calls a dynamic safety cage. Our initial driving impressions, through a
combination of on- and off-road conditions in northern Idaho, indicate that they've been
successful. The Rodeo's dynamic characteristics-especially hard cornering and transient-type,
accident-avoidance maneuvers-are noticeably improved. This is also helped by a 2. Plus, thanks
to extensive sound-attenuation efforts, cabin noise has been reduced by 50 percent compared
to the previous model, creating a more quiet, relaxing driving environment. The Rodeo has
always provided a roomy, comfortable interior, and the '98 builds on this with some innovative
touches. There are no magazines to load; simply feed the discs in one at a time and the changer
takes care of the rest. Any disc can be removed at any time without having to handle the others.
It's currently the most convenient and livable design in its class. The rear seat area-often a weak
point in compact SUVs-provides good leg- and headroom, along with comfortably contoured
lower cushions at the outboard positions. Even the center position is adequate for adults. The
entry-level, value-priced S model, with two-wheel drive and five-speed manual transmission, will
come standard with a new 2. Most buyers will get the zesty 3. Combined with the vehicle's
lighter weight, this should trim the Rodeo's already competitive mph acceleration time, which
we last pegged at 9. The V-6 can be matched with either the manual or an improved four-speed
automatic in either a two- or four-wheel-drive setup. The automatic features adaptive shift
pressure, which helps prevent deterioration of shift quality caused by the wear on clutches and
other internal parts, and an Oil Service Life Monitor, which tracks operating time and ATF
temperature to estimate the remaining service life of the oil. Four-wheel drive is engaged
through a push-button vacuum actuator on the dash; the system also includes an automatic
"retrial" feature to help ensure a smooth engagement. Low range is selected through a
conventional shift lever on the center console. Another plus for '98 is that four-wheel,
three-channel ABS is now standard across the line. The front suspension retains the double
wishbones and torsion bar springs of the current model. The rear sports a new five-link design
with more welcome coil springs replacing the previous leaf springs. Taking advantage of the
increased rigidity of the body and chassis, Isuzu engineers have tuned the underpinnings to
deliver a much softer, carlike ride. On pavement and off, it offers a welcome compliance-with
better isolation from small bumps and road irregularities-that most owners will find
considerably more appealing than the off-road firmness dialed into the previous model. On
larger bumps, though, we were annoyed by a degree of floatiness common to soft suspensions
, in which the shocks took an extra rebound stroke or two to regain control. This is something
we expect a good set of performance shocks could fix. Replacing the previous recirculating-ball
steering is a new rack-and-pinion system, which offers more responsiveness. The on-center
feel-the ability to maintain a straight track on the highway with minimal steering wheel
correction-varied a bit between the two- and four-wheel-drive models we drove, but overall felt
better than in the past. The '98 will continue to be built in Lafayette, Indiana, and the company
hopes to sell about 70, a year. The Rodeo's popularity has always been fueled by its competitive
pricing, and although no firm figures had been set as of our press time Isuzu promises the '98
will maintain the "same competitive price position of the previous model. Which leads to the
worn, but nonetheless accurate conclusion: If you liked the old Rodeo, you'll love the new one.
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